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ABSTRACT

In this paper, we propose a high accuracy solution for locating

pedestrians from video streams in a surveillance camera network.

For each camera, we formulate the vision-based localization ser-

vice as detecting foot-points of pedestrians in the ground plane.

We address two critical issues that strongly a�ect the foot-point’s

detection results: casting shadows and pruning detection results

due to occlusion. For the �rst issue, we adopt a removing shadow

technique based on a learning-based approach. For the second is-

sue, a regression model is proposed to prune the wrong foot-point

detection results. The regression model plays a role in estimating

the position by using the human factors such as height, width and

its ratio. A correlation of the detected foot-points and the results es-

timated from the regression model is examined. Once a foot-point

is missed due to uncorrelation problem, a Kalman �lter is deployed

to predict the current location. To link the trajectory of the human

in the camera network, we base on an observation about the same

ground-plane/�oor in view of cameras then the transformation be-

tween a pair of cameras could be computed o�ine. In the exper-

iments, a high accuracy performance for locating the pedestrians

and a real-time computation are achieved. The proposed method

therefore is particularly feasible to deploy the vision-based local-

ization service in scalable indoor environments such as hall-way,

squares in public buildings, o�ces, where surveillance cameras are

common used.

CCS CONCEPTS

• Computer systems organization→ Embedded systems; Re-

dundancy; Robotics; • Networks →Network reliability;
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1 INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the use of vision sensors is becoming more popular

for security and monitoring in public areas. It opens opportunities

for developing the vision-based localization technology in di�er-

ent scenarios such as homeland security, crime prevention [9], ac-

cident prediction and detection [20], monitoring patients, elderly

and children at home [18]. These applications always require po-

sitioning information from video streams collected by a surveil-

lance camera network. However, a vision-based localization tech-

nique requires many sub-tasks from single/multiple surveillance

cameras such as: achieving human silhouette (extraction issues),

motion trajectories (tracking issues), and human identi�cation (re-

identi�cation issues). The entire system’s performance is strongly

impacted by the relevant techniques used in each task. For instance,

two �rst tasks of human extraction and tracking often su�er from

complicated background, noises, object occlusion, lighting condi-

tions, casting shadows or quality of image/video. As a consequence,

deploying a perfect solution is intractable. In this study, we pro-

pose to use a cue from the surveillance’s contexts, that is cameras

share partially the same view of ground-plane. Moreover, in most

of situations, people can be assumed as standing on the ground-

plane (�oor). Their common activities are walking with their foot-

point (or cross-leg) touching the ground-plane. These observations

are important cues to (1) form the proposed vision-based localiza-

tion techniques; (2) to more easily merge trajectories in a camera

network. It is more useful, particularly, when surveillance environ-

ment is partially viewed by cameras. Constructing human trajecto-

ries needs to overcome the non-overlapping �elds-of-view issue.

To this end, the foot-points are detected from a 2-D image se-

quence. The foot-point de�nition is illustrated in Fig. 1. Given an

image sequence, the system extracts human silhouette from the

video stream. An extracted foot-point at a pixel p(x,y) on a 2-D

image is transformed to 3-D coordination P(X ,Y ,Z ) in the world

coordination. While the transformation from 2-D point to 3-D is

https://doi.org/10.475/123_4
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A pedestrian 
trajectory
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Figure 1: The foot-point de�nition. Positioning information

and a pedestrian trajectory in a real world coordinate is

build from the extracted foot-points.

implemented by a standard calibration procedure, extracting the

foot-points is a more complicated procedure. We meet some prob-

lems such as casting shadow and object occlusion in practice. To

resolve these, we �rstly perform the background subtraction to

separate foreground from background. The foreground may con-

sist of artifacts. They are pruned in a post-processing procedure

consisting of �ltering and morphological operators. We then put

the foot-point candidates to a regression model. This regression

model is built through a learning procedure in order to estimate

corresponding human height, width (or a ratio height/width) from

the detected positions. A correlation between the estimated results

and the detected ones is evaluated to eliminate outliers of the de-

tected foot-points. The inlier results are put to a tracking module

using a Kalman �lter [6]. In this study, we limit the number of

people to one in the surveillance camera network. However, the

proposed method could be extended to multiple people by apply-

ing further techniques such as multiple object tracking and/or re-

identi�cation algorithms [13].

2 RELATED WORK

Nowadays, many localization techniques are available in the in-

door environments such as: GPS, RFID, Bluetooth, Infrared, ultra-

sound, Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) and vision-based

techniques [16]. While RFID is more mature technique to use in

indoor positioning system [11], its anti-interference ability is poor.

This technique therefore is more suitable for the positioning of

goods. The Bluetooth techniques in complex environments are less

stable and easily disturbed by noise signal [7]. Ultrasonic technol-

ogy use ultrasonic waves to measure distance between �xed-point

station and the mobile target to localize. These methods need to

set up dedicated equipments at multiple nodes in the monitoring

environments. Comparing with these techniques, the vision-based

localization shows signi�cant advantages. It is more natural for hu-

man beings, and provides much extracted informative features at a

given time. Although this technique usually requires a huge com-

putational costs due to high-dimensional visual data. This issue is

able to overcome thanks to recent powerful computation systems.

A vision-based localization can be deployed in two di�erent

manner: Fixed and Mobile camera systems. While the second cat-

egory is often performed by mobile robot for deploying a naviga-

tion service (e.g., for supporting visually impaired people), its re-

lated works are out-of-the-scope of this study. We focus on the

relevant works belonging to the �rst one which utilizes the �xed

surveillance camera in an indoor/outdoor environment. Regarding

to this topic, readers can refer a recent review on intelligent multi-

camera video surveillance [19]. According to Wang’s survey [19],

the vision-based localization techniques spread in a board of top-

ics of computer vision such as multi-camera calibration, topology

of camera networks, object tracking and activity analysis, and so

on. For the �rst topic, camera calibration is a fundamental prob-

lem in computer vision [3]. In the context of surveillance camera

networks, this is a crucial procedure to merge �eld-of-views (for

analyzing human activities, trajectories, so on) in di�erent scenes

and/or with various camera’s con�gurations. The authors in [17]

solve the problem of tracking objects across camera views and com-

puting the homographies between overlapping camera views. In

[12], the authors propose an interesting approach of simultane-

ously estimating the translations between two synchronized but

disjoint cameras and the track of a moving object in the 3D space.

Both of these approaches require correspondences of tracks ob-

served in di�erent camera views.

Brie�y, an initial step a vision-based localization system often

deals with extracting moving subjects from scene/backgrounds. To

do this, one can utilize the background subtractions [1], motion

extraction based on di�erence frames or optical �ow [15] and so

on. However, it is noticed that because the inherent ambiguities of

lighting conditions, it is di�cult to correctly estimate from vision

data; and also the scene structure (e.g., depth variations) causes de-

grading the quality of the target detection. The second step aims

to prune the pedestrian detection results. Because the extracted

object su�ers from many artifacts such as the gradual and sudden

illumination changes (such as clouds), high frequency background

oscillations such as tree branches or sea waves (outdoor environ-

ments). Therefore, the target results must be further processing.

The third step of vision-based localization is tracking moving ob-

ject, particularly, tracking objects across camera views. It is a chal-

lenging task because of the following circumstances: complex ob-

ject shapes, cluttered background, loss of information caused by

representing the real world 3-D into a 2-D image sequence, illumi-

nation variations, occlusions, shadows, etc [19]. To resolve these

issues, prediction tools such as the Kalman or particle �lters are

commonly used to estimate the object’s location where object blob

may be occluded and hence the features cannot be extracted [8].

Obviously, selecting the appropriate approaches in each compo-

nent task will achieve various aspects. In this study, we propose a

compact solution to improve accuracy of the vision-based localiza-

tion in a surveillance camera situation. Key points in the proposed

method aim to increase the accuracy of the foot-points detected

from the 2-D image sequences. The proposed method therefore re-

solves both topology of cameras as well as increases accuracy of

the tracking object tasks.
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Figure 2: The general proposed framework.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 The general framework

A general proposed framework is illustrated in Fig. 2. The pro-

posed method starts from extracting a moving subject from an

image sequence in a surveillance camera. As a consequence, the

foot-point is extracted in each frame. While top-panel consists of

common procedures, the proposedmethodmainly extends current

techniques with two new steps marked the yellow boxes. These

procedures aim to increase precision of the foot-points detected

from 2-D image sequences. To do this, the outliers of moving sub-

jects are eliminated through a correlation evaluation. This evalua-

tion measures a con�dence between the detection results and the

estimated/predicted ones which yields from a regression model.

The inliers are put into a tracking module using a Kalman �lter.

Because the observations of the Kalman �lter consist of mostly in-

liers, the tracking module is a straightforward implementation. At

the �nal step, fully trajectories across the multi-camera is built and

displayed.

We observe that the better Region-Of-Interests (ROIs) and foot-

points are extracted, themore accurate of tracking and localization

phases are. For each camera, a standard calibration [3] with respect

to a 3-D world coordinate system is done beforehand. This cali-

bration procedure estimates both the intrinsic parameters (such

as focal length, principal point, skew coe�cients and distortion

coe�cients) which allow to correct lens distortion issues; and ex-

trinsic parameters (such as the camera’s center and orientation in

the world coordinate system). Therefore, the homography matrix

H ∈ R3×3 is identi�ed. Given a foot point p = [x,y, 1]T detected

from a 2-D image, its corresponding position P = [X ,Y ,Z ] 3-D

world coordination is calculated by a transformationT : P = H ×p.

Because the positioning information is derived from a point where

cross-leg touching on the �oor, Z = 0 is assigned. Moreover, in

the proposed method, we assume that the cameras share a ground-

plane/�oor. It is able to reconstruct the whole trajectory of the hu-

man across cameras at non-overlapping regions. This assumption

is reasonable because in common surveillance environments (e.g.,

in a hall-way or large lobby of a building) the ground-plane/�oor

is often available.

3.2 Background subtraction (BGS) technique

A surveillance camera commonly operates in �xed and/or with

minimal change of background. Some accidental situations could

change background/scene like door opening; changing position

of �xed objects (pots, �re extinguishers). Therefore, extracting a

pedestrian could simply base on a background subtraction (BGS)

technique. To obtain a trade-o� between computational time and

detection rate, we utilize the improved Adaptive Gaussian Mixture

Model (GMM) algorithm [21]. Each pixel in the image sequence is

presented as a Gaussianmixturemodel.We update the background

using a recursive �lter. We assume that η(t) is a learning rate set

for the recursive �lter. For each pixel, this parameter is calculated

as follows:

µ(t) = (1 − η(t)) × µ(t − 1) + (I (t) − µ(t − 1)) × η(t) (1)

where I (t) is the pixel value in the input image at time t , and µ(t−1),

µ(t) are mean values calculated at t − 1 and t . In this work, we

set η(t) to 0.03. The improved adaptive GMM technique obtains

stable result along common trajectories in an indoor surveillance

environment. Some illustrations of the BGS results using Adaptive

GMM are given in Fig. 3. However, there are critical issues that

the BGS results could be very noisy or contaminated by shadow.

Fig. 3(c)-(d) illustrates some casting shadows and artifact/noises

pixels. Specially, shadow of moving objects normally spreads over

the surface that the light is obscured (corner, assigned the two sur-

faces) and often larger than objects of interest. These issues de-

grade the quality of further tasks such as detection and tracking.

We then conduct following post-processing procedure to remove

these noises and shadows.

3.3 Pruning BGS results

To resolve the issues of background subtraction, we deploy a series

of morphological operators and �ltering techniques. First, a down-

scale operator is applied to remove tiny/small noise regions. We

then apply a median �lter to �ll-up black holes or unconnected re-

gions. An up-scale operator is utilized to recover the original size of

the image. E�ectiveness of this process can be observed in Fig.3(e).

Based on these post-processing, the largest blob is identi�ed as the

target. However, as shown in Fig.3(e), it still exists casting shadows

of the subject. We continue pruning the detection results by apply-

ing a shadow removal technique.

To do this, we utilize a density-based score fusion scheme where

a feature-based approach is taken into account for removing shadow

regions. This technique is proposed in a previous work [14]. To

consolidate the paper, we brie�y explain the shadow removal tech-

nique as follows. First, two types of feature are extracted in the
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(a) (b) (c) (d) (e)

Figure 3: The background subtraction (BGS) results. (a)-(b) Original frames at two di�erent times. (c)-(d) The BGS results of

(a) and (b), respectively. It is noticed that a shadow region is observed in (c) whose corresponding region is marked in a red

rectangle in original frame (a). (e) Result of (d) by applying a median �lter.
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Figure 4: Top row: original framesextracted froman image sequence.Second row: TheBGS results using the improvedAdaptive

GMM technique [21]; Third row: the shadow removal results using a density-based score fusion scheme proposed in [14]

examined shadow region. They are chromaticity-based and phys-

ical features [5]. Two likelihoods of the shadow-matching scores

are calculated from corresponding features. A likelihood ratio as

shadow per non-shadow score is calculated. Probabilities of a shadow

or non-shadow pixel are estimated on the basis of approximating

distributions of the shadow-matching scores using GMM. Results

of the shadow removal is illustrated in Fig. 4. In practice, we ob-

serve that current shadow removal technique strongly depends

on an heuristic parameter which is a probabilistic threshold decid-

ing a shadow/non-shadow pixel. Fig. 5 clearly illustrates this issue.

While Fig. 5(a) consists of the false positive pixels (e.g., the detec-

tion result is bigger than the ground-truth), the results in Fig. 5(b)

miss true positive pixels. Therefore, a technique examining the cor-

rectness of the target/moving subject (or the results after applying

shadow removal techniques) is proposed in the next section.

3.4 Localization re�nement via a regression
model

In this section, a learning-based prediction technique is deployed.

As the position of amoving object on the ground-plane ismeasured

(a) A false positive pixels (b) Missing true positive pixels

Figure 5: Problems of the shadow removal results. (a) Con-

sisting false positive pixels. (b) Missing true positive pixels.

Yellow/Pink box: ground-truth/the shadow removal result

.

through their foot-point position. A foot-point itself can infer char-

acteristics such as height, width, or a ratio betweenwidth/height of

the subject. Theoretically, the further object from a camera is, the

smaller object’s height and/or its size is and inversely. Estimating

such features often utilizes a learned-based model of the regression

techniques (e.g., linear, Gaussian Process - GP). A prior knowledge
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(a) - Notations using in a 
GP training 

(b) – Setup for a GP training (c) – Training data for a
GP (16 reference points) 

in practice 

(d) The estimated
height at every points

using a GP trained in (c)

Figure 6: A scheme using a GP to estimate the height of subject depending its position. (a) Notations using in a GP training;

(b) A schematic view of the GP training; (c) Training data for a GP with 16 reference points in the practice. (d) The estimated

height of subjects in every positions using the GP model trained in (c).

of environment therefore is a good cue to examine the foot-point

detection results in Section 3.3.

In signal processing, a Gaussian Process (GP)[10] is de�ned as a

probability distribution over function f such that the set of values

of f (t) evaluated at an arbitrary set of points t1, ..tn which have

joint Gaussian distribution. In view of machine learning, GP can

be used to predict the value for unseen points using a model learnt

from a training data. In this study, we utilize the GP to predict the

features such as height, width of an moving object. The training

concept for a GP model consisting of 2-D position pi (xi ,yi ) and

the corresponding height hi , widthwi of a subject is illustrated in

Fig. 6(a)-(b). As shown in Fig. 6(c), the GP is initiatedwith a number

of reference positions. For instance, to train a GP model estimating

the object’s height, the reference points are assigned by:

p1 = (x1,y1) → h1

p2 = (x2,y2) → h2

...

pn = (xn ,yn) → hn

In the estimation phase, given a p = (x,y), object’s height Hest

is estimated by Hest = φ(x,y). Fig. 6(d) illustrates the estimated

height (z-axis) at every positions on a grid of the ground-plane.

To examine the con�dence of the detected foot-point in Section

3.3, we evaluate a correlation between Hest and Hdet as follows:

|Hest − Hdet |

Hest
< τ (2)

where:

• Hest is the subject’s height estimated using the GP model.

• Hdet is the subject’s height detected in Section 3.3 (the re-

sults after applying the shadow removal techniques).

The above evaluation means Hdet is highly correlated or is cor-

rected detection if τ is small enough. Otherwise, the foot-point ex-

tracted from the shadow removal result is not con�dent therefore

it can be considered as an outlier. Consequently, we keep only in-

liers to serve to the tracking algorithm that is explained in the next

section.

3.5 The object tracking procedure

Object tracking is an important task of vision-based localization. In

this study, we use a conventional Kalman �lter method [6] to track

a moving subject. A Kalman �lter composes of two steps: predic-

tion and correction. The prediction step uses the state models to

predict the new state of the variables. The correction step uses the

current observation to update the object’s state.

By deploying the Kalman Filter, the foot-points is tracked in 2-D

image coordination. The state vector of the foot-point at a given

time k − 1 is simply presented by xk−1 = (x,y,ux ,uy ) consisting

of its coordinates (x,y) and velocity (ux ,uy ) in two directions x

and y. We assume that surveillance camera captures at the �xed

frame rate and the pedestrian moves at a common speed. Observa-

tion vector is de�ned at each time when the result of correlation

evaluation (Eq. (2)) returns the corrected detection. A state transi-

tion model Fk allows to predict the state vector zk = (x,y) at time

k :

xk = Fk × xk−1 +wk (3)

Where wk is process noise, which is assumed to follow a normal

distribution with covariance Qk : wk ∼ N (0,Qk ). Observation

modelHk maps the true state space into the observed space:

zk = Hk × xk +vk (4)

where H =

[

1 0

0 1

]

, vk is observation noise which is assumed

to be zero mean Gaussian white noise with covariance Rk : vk ∼

N (0,Rk ).

3.6 Trajectory reconstruction across camera
views

After extracting the trajectories on each camera, we aim to recon-

struct them across camera views even without overlapping �eld

of views. To do this, the most important point is to �nd an appro-

priate transformation between a view of a reference camera and

others. Commonly, if cameras are already calibrated with a sin-

gle 3D world coordinate system, the transformation can be com-

puted in a straightforward way. Otherwise, it has to be resolved

by correspondence-based approaches [2].
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(a)  (b) (c)

Figure 7: Calibration using the ground-plane information. (a)-(b) Field-of-viewof two di�erent cameras. 4 references points are

marked in red, blue, yellow, green circles. The grid (red-points) of ground-plane is constructed using a bird-eye view projection.

(c)- The point correspondences from the views of two cameras.

Table 1: Characteristics of the evaluation sequences

SeqID Camera Number of

frames

Length of tra-

jectory (meter)

Lighting

condition

Seq#1 Cam1 1540 41.5 natural

Seq#2 Cam2 828 24.5 neon-light

Seq#3 Cam3 946 34.8 natural

In this study, we observe that the surveillance cameras share the

same a ground-plane. This is an important cue to �nd a transforma-

tion between two cameras. This transformation helps to link tra-

jectories even their appearing/disappearing across independently

among the cameras. For each �eld-of-view’s camera, as shown in

Fig.7(a)-(b), we mark four reference points (in red, blue, yellow,

green circles). Because size of the white-tile is prior known, we

generate the grid with red points using a bird-eye’s view projection

[4]. Similarly, we generate a grid-points with second camera (with

very small overlapping �eld-of-views). Because the �xed coordi-

nation is marked in both cameras (yellow coordinations), we �nd

a list of corresponding points between two �eld-of-views cameras.

The links between these correspondences are shown in Fig.7(c)-(d).

Based on these matching points, we extract parameters of a per-

spective transformation of two cameras [4]. The transformation

matrix will be used to transform a trajectory from a current view

to a reference one.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Evaluation Setup

For the experimental evaluation, we adopt a setup in a relevant

work [13]. The experimental environment is a common public hall-

way and lobby roomon a �oor of a building. Themap of experimen-

tal environment is shown in Fig. 8. There are three parts: 02 hall-

ways and 01 lobby. In this environment, there are four surveillance

cameras. The videos are collected by Cam1 in lobby and Cam2 in

left hallway. In most of situation, we assume that only one person

moving. For a number of pedestrians, the person identi�cations

is speci�ed in advanced. Details of the evaluation sequences are

listed in Table 1.

Figure 8: The setup for experimental evaluations.

To measure the general performances, we measure Root-Mean

Square Errors (RMSE) of the detected foot-point vs. ground-truth

one for each image sequence, that is de�ned as follows:

RMSE =
1

N

√

√

√ N
∑

i=1

(Pi − P̂i )2 (5)

where Pi and P̂i are the detected foot-point and ground-truth, re-

spectively. N is the number of frames of each evaluation sequence.

Additionally, to evaluate the advantages of the proposed GP, we

utilize two measurements ρ and σ , that measure a relative height

between the estimated by GP and ground-truth, as well as the de-

tected foot-point after applying the shadow removal, respectively,

as follows:

ρ =
1

n

N
∑

i=1

�

�

�

�

�

H i
est − H i

дt

H i
дt

�

�

�

�

�

and σ =
1

n

N
∑

i=1

�

�

�

�

�

H i
det

− H i
дt

H i
дt

�

�

�

�

�

(6)

The proposed techniques arewrapped byC++ andOpenCV 2.4.9

library in a PC Core i5, 4GB RAM.
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(a) BGS Only (c) BGS+SHA+GP (with KF)
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Figure 9: The results of full pedestrian trajectories constructed from the evaluation sequences. (a) Applying on Background

Subtraction (BGS). (b) BGS and Shadow Removal (BGS+SHA). (c) BGS+SHA and Gaussian Processing (BGS+SHA+GP). On each

panel, the extracted trajectory (yellow line) is overlaid on the ground-truth data (blue line) for visual comparisons. The pink

arrows plot the moving directions of the subject with a starting point at yellow-circle and an ending point at yellow-rectangle.

4.2 Evaluation results

First, positioning information of a pedestrian extracted from con-

secutive image sequence is visually presented as continuous tra-

jectory. Figure 9 draws the recovered trajectories collected by the

cameras (as setup in Fig. 8) with di�erent evaluation scenarios.

While the Seq#1 consists scenes with heavy shadow appearances

(at area nearby thewindows regions). The trajectories recovered by

the results of only BGS are far from ground-truth. Even applying

the shadow removal, there are still existing many noise segments

(e.g., marked in red-ellipses - A). By �ltering outliers thanks the

estimated results of the GP, one can observe the trajectory (yel-

low line) in BGS+SHA+GP scheme is more stable and tightly with

the ground-truth one (blue line). Seq#2’s scene is an indoor en-

vironment with a stable lighting condition. While BGS+SHA vs.

BGS only is signi�cantly improved, the results of BGS+SHA ver-

sus BGS+SHA+GP are not much di�erent. But at occlusion area

(nearby the cabinet/table - marked in B), thanks to GP, the outliers

at these area are eliminated. The recovered trajectory therefore is

more reasonable. The trajectory in Seq#3 is simply a straight for-

ward and backward trajectory in several times. The BGS+SHA+GP

scheme again con�rms that a stable result is achievable.

For the quantitative evaluations, RMSE, ρ, σ are statistically

measured. While RMSE measures errors (in pixels) of the posi-

tioning results, ρ and σ are to measure the errors in estimating

a subject’s height. Therefore, ρ and σ close to zero, better method

is. Table 2 reports these indexes with three examining sequences.

As expected from the visualization results, BGS+SHA+GP scheme

achieves the lowest RMSE for three sequences, but themost signi�-

cant di�erences can be observed between Only BGS vs. BGS+ SHA

schemes. Moreover, as shown in Table 2, the evaluation results of

adding SHA and GP schemes return smaller ρ (comparing with σ )

for all sequences. In these evaluations, threshold τ in Eq. (2) is a

pre-determined value (τ = 0.5). This optimal τ is to preserve an

enough number of tracked points that input to the Kalman �lter.
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(a)  (b)  (c)  
Figure 10: Full trajectories are recovered from view-points of two cameras (Cam1 and Cam2). Top panel: Original frames;

Bottom panel: the merging trajectories. (a) The moving subjects are observed by both cameras; (b) Only Cam2. (c) Only Cam1

.

Table 2: The statistical measurements (mean ± std) of the

quantitative evaluations

Stat.
Only BGS BGS+SHA BGS+SHA+GP

RMSE σ RMSE ρ RMSE ρ

Seq#1 59.2±45.1 2.3±0.5 53.5±47.9 1.6±0.5 35.8±34.2 0.5±0.5

Seq#2 22.2±16.6 4.3±2.3 15.0±6.3 3.0±1.9 8.4±5.1 2.5±1.5

Seq#3 55.3±110.1 1.5±0.2 13.6±3.0 0.5±0.0 12.9±1.5 0.5±0.0

4.3 Display the full trajectories

Utilizing the proposed technique, the trajectory on each camera

is recovered. As a result, a full trajectory in a surveillance cam-

eras is reconstructed. To do this, a transformation matrix that is

described in Section 3.6 is applied to transform collected images

from the Cam#2 to Cam#1 for references. In Fig. 10, we show some

instances of two trajectories across two cameras. In this example,

the full trajectories of the pedestrians in the experimental environ-

ments with the stable results are displayed. It is noticed that in

this study, the person re-identi�cation tasks are out-of-the scope.

In the example shown in Fig.10, we manually marked person ID in

advanced therefore the trajectory of each pedestrian is speci�ed.

5 CONCLUSION

In this paper,we proposed a compact solution to estimate the pedes-

trian localization in a surveillance camera network. The proposed

method utilizes simple but valuable cues such as a ground-plane

in the scenes, human standing on the �oor. Such types of cue ap-

pear commonly in public areas. The proposed method tackled ad-

vantages of the learning-based estimation to rectify the foot-point

detection results. In additional, the trajectories are able to be con-

structed across camera views event without overlapping regions.

The proposed techniques were evaluated in several evaluation sce-

narios. The experimental evaluations con�rmed that the pedes-

trian positions achieved the high accurate and stable results. The

full trajectories can be recovered without any limitations. In the

future, we continue to evaluate and improve the proposed meth-

ods so that it adapts with tracking multiple users as well as the

re-identi�cation tasks.
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